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Abstract

Background

Medicine is one of the most demanding academic fields with an extensive curriculum that entails plenty of potential stressors. There is sufficient evidence that medical students are more prone to psychological distress when compared to their peer group of other disciplines. Despite the established need to prioritize resilience skills building within the medical curriculum, very few medical programmes in the Middle East and North Africa region (MENA) proactively empower the students to help themselves in sustaining their mental health. The purpose of the current study is to explore the perception of medical students in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) regarding their understanding of, and personal experience with building resilience, and their engagement with the content of an innovative curriculum-based resilience skills building course, designed in alignment with the constructivism theory of education.

Method

The current study utilized a qualitative phenomenological research design. The curriculum-based resilience skills building course, that was investigated as part of this study, is offered at a medical school in Dubai, UAE. A total of 37 students submitted reflective essays about resilience building, in general, and the respective course, in specific. The collected data was inductively analysed following a six-step framework.

Findings

The qualitative analysis generated three interlinked themes, namely: Awareness, Application, and Appraisal.

Conclusion

This study showed that integrating a resilience skills building course into medical curricula is likely to be positively appraised by the students, where it raises their level of awareness and likelihood of proactively applying the learned concepts in their daily lives. This is especially true when the course is anchored in constructivism experiential learning theory and designed to foster self-directed learning.
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Introduction

Medicine is one of the most demanding academic fields with an extensive curriculum that entails plenty of potential stressors. These include but are not limited to concerns related to adjusting to the medical environment, handling difficult patients, attaining work-life balance, sleep deprivation, feeling overwhelmed due to information overload, and financial pressures. These challenges naturally put students at a greater risk of stress and anxiety [1].

Job-related distress or “burnout” in medical trainees and healthcare professionals is an increasingly recognized problem worldwide. Despite the fact that medical students can avail health-related services easily, they often are less likely to access treatment in comparison with the general population [2, 3], leading to a higher incidence rate among them to developing and experiencing feelings that are unpleasant which are typically referred to as psychological distress [4] [5].

There is sufficient evidence that medical students are more prone to psychological distress when compared to their peer group of other disciplines [6]. In addition to that, the COVID-19 pandemic witnessed a surge in susceptibility to deteriorating quarantine-related mental health among the public [7] especially among medical students whose academic routine got significantly affected. This was associated with an increase of anxiety, depression, and irritability [8-10]. The tendency to overconsume information related to the pandemic exaggerated the symptoms of stress and anxiety in a section of people who were already pre-disposed to the condition, thereby spiking their anxiety to even more heightened levels [10]. Hence, it is not surprising that burnout, among practicing doctors and medical trainees, was increasingly reported upon [11]. In a sense, this global crisis further emphasized the importance of building resilience skills, among students, highlighting the need for them to be equipped with adaptive skills to handle the stressors of a challenging learning environment. People react to stress in different ways. The capability to adjust to adverse challenges and events is often referred to as Resilience [12]. There seems to be an inversely proportional relationship between resilience, and susceptibility to pathological ways of coping with adverse conditions [13].

The transactional stress model theory proposes that an individual’s capacity to cope and adjust to challenges and problems is a consequence of transactions that occur between the respective individual and their environment. It highlights the significance of one’s understanding of and behaviour towards the subject matter in their handling of stress [14]. As such, the individual’s evaluation and appraisal of a stressful situation influences the experience of the stress, and the current generation of students think very differently from earlier generations with regard to their mental health requirements [15]. As the student population in higher education is becoming increasingly more overwhelmed with external as well as internal stressors, a holistic approach to well-being [e.g., 4M-Model of Mindfulness, Movement, Meaning, and Moderator [15]] is needed which in turn is expected to foster self-directed learning [16]. Self-directed learning involves forethought and planning, analysis, and implementation of clear goals as well as reflection of performance which requires self-control and initiative from students [17].

This was witnessed during the lockdown and online learning during the COVID-19 pandemic as university students were forced to use more self-regulated processes to strategize and to achieve their goals due to the isolation [18-21].
There are several medical programs, offered in North America, that have a curricular component that aims at developing the learners’ resilience skills [22]. Most of those programs are designed in a way to foster self-directed learning, assuming the learners are adults who engage in the learning activity for its inherent satisfaction rather than for some separable consequence, and who had integrated from previous learning experiences substantial amount of knowledge [23, 24]. These learners are assumed to have the ability to perceive and use relational similarity between two situations. As such, in alignment with Kolb’s interpretation of experiential learning [25]. Experiential learning: Experience as the source of learning and development. FT press.), the learning becomes cyclically composed of the following phases: concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation[26]. It will be worthwhile to further reinforce such resilience skills building courses by anchoring them in the constructivism experiential learning theory which views learning as a process of active adaption [27, 28]. This theory presents learning as an experience and participation [23, 27].

Despite the established need to prioritize resilience skills building within the medical curriculum, very few medical programmes (if any) in the Middle East and North Africa region (MENA) proactively empower the students to help themselves in sustaining their mental health [29]. Accordingly, the purpose of the current study is to explore the perception of medical students in Dubai, United Arab Emirates (UAE) regarding their understanding of, and personal experience with building resilience, and their engagement with the content of an innovative curriculum-based resilience skills building course, which is designed in alignment with the constructivism theory of education.
Methods

Context of the study

This study took place at the Mohammed Bin Rashid University of Medicine and Health Sciences (MBRU), Dubai, UAE in the College of Medicine (CoM). One of the degree programs offered at the respective college is a six-year full-time Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery program (MBBS). The course of study is divided into three phases as depicted below (Fig. 1).

Description of the innovative curriculum-based resilience skills building course

This course (Appendix: Course Guide) consists of 6 hours of instruction on building skills for resilience during the first clinical year of the MBBS (i.e., Year 4). In the respective year, the students are rotating in clinical placements for four days a week and are attending classes on campus once a week (labelled as “MBRU Day”). During the “MBRU Day”, students are offered structured, curricular training across various longitudinal themes, including but not limited to the resilience skills building course. The overall objective of this course is to raise awareness about the challenge of stress in the medical students’ trajectory and the clinical workplace, and to provide tools for understanding, developing, and deploying resilience skills. By the end of the course, the students are expected to be able to:

- Understand the concept of work-place stress and burnout
- Understand the concept of resilience
- Develop an understanding of the wide variety of tools and techniques that are available to develop and activate resilience
- Comprehend basics of Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
- Demonstrate an understanding of healthy coping strategies
- Understand mindfulness and meditation practices
- Develop knowledge about the skills related to emotional intelligence
- Understand the basic characteristics of mental toughness

Figure 1 Outline of Structure of MBBS
- Describe the practice and benefits of gratitude
- Raise self-awareness and perceived self-efficacy
- Enhance one’s capacity for emotional self-regulation

The course is designed in a way that inspires and empowers adult learners [28] who are assumed to be self-directed and are intrinsically motivated[27]. The postulation is that these learners tend to exercise analogical reasoning in learning and practice. They have gone through diverse learning experiences in basic and clinical sciences. As such, these learners have retained a substantial knowledge base which constitute an increasing resource for learning, and forms mental models which drive their attitudes and behaviours. Through the course and their engagement with the course content, based on the constructivism theory of experiential education [24], the students are encouraged to identify gaps in their own mental models and to adapt them based on their active participation in learning experiences. In alignment with Kolb’s experiential learning theory, reflection and reflexivity are fostered through the supervision of and continuous flow of feedback from skilled mentors, who are experts in the subject matter [23, 27]. Moreover, students are asked to maintain a daily journal of reflections, where they document what surfaces for them during the session. Also, at the end of each session, the students are asked through an online survey to pinpoint one or two main take-home messages as well as the actions they intend to take to proactively build their resilience. As such, in between the weekly course sessions, the learners get to actively experiment with the application of the acquired knowledge and skills.

This (pass or fail) longitudinal course has three student performance assessment components: attendance requirement, Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE), and reflective essays. Enrolled students are expected to attend all the course classes. Students who miss more than 20% of the class sessions are automatically dropped-out from the course. Students are required to come on time to each session. The OSCE component of this course is factored into the end of the academic year assessment, where students are practically tested (through simulations) on various skills including those related to resilience. As for the essay, the students are required to submit a 500 words essay reflecting on their learning experience as part of this course.

Research design
The current study utilized a qualitative phenomenological research design [30]. This interpretive participant-focused design enabled the researchers to uncover what the phenomenon of building resilience, and the learning experience integral to the respective longitudinal course, mean to the participants. This approach required the researchers to thoroughly understand the participants’ descriptions of their lived experiences [31]. The participants had complete autonomy to choose whether, or not, to participate. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of MBRU (MBRU-IRB-2019-021).

Data collection
The data collection for the current study was integral to the respective resilience skills building course. The students’ submissions for the reflective essay requirement (which allowed for substantial reflectivity and reflexivity) constituted the dataset that was systematically analysed for the current study. In total, 38 students (registered Year 4 students in the respective academic year) were enrolled in the course, out of which 29 were female and 9 were male, and 16 were “locals” (i.e., UAE nationals), and the rest were “expat
residents of the UAE” from the following countries: Egypt, India, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Nigeria, Palestine, Sudan, and Syria (listed in alphabetical order). The enrolled students were aged either 22 or 23, with only one student, as an outlier, who was 26 years old. Out of the 38 students enrolled in the course, 37 submitted a reflective essay. The students were asked to give their written informed consent that their reflections will be used for research purposes. All the students who submitted a reflective essay approved to participate in the current research study (no.= 37). To protect the anonymity of the participants, all names were removed, and instead each submission was assigned a number serially (01 through 37, followed by “F” for when the participants are female and “M” for when they are male).

Data Analysis
The data analysis began after the conclusion of the data collection phase. The data was inductively analysed, by two researchers (B.N. and F.O.), using a participant-focused, Phenomenological approach to thematic analysis [31]. The factors that could influence the researchers’ perceptions regarding the subject matter were recognized upfront. Consistency, throughout the analysis process, was assured. This iterative approach was based on the constructivist epistemology [32, 33]. In contrast to traditional scientific research, this interpretative understanding process required the recognition and recreation of the participants’ lived experiences. This approach is not concerned with finding casual explanations but rather to understand the participants, and their attitudes, behaviours, and actions [34]. This methodology assumes that we can capture what participants think by interpreting and in turn developing a thorough understanding of their self-expressions[35]

The process of analysis followed the six-step framework initially introduced by Braun and Clarke [36]. This multi-phased approach to inductive qualitative analysis is encouraged in socio-behavioural research, in general, and health professions’ education research, in specific [18, 37]. NVivo software version 12.0 plus (QSR International Pty. Ltd., Chadstone, Australia) was utilized to code the data, and in turn accelerate the classification of the identified text segments.

The first step of the analysis process related to the two researchers familiarizing themselves with the data. In the second step, the transcripts were reviewed while text fragments that relate, directly or indirectly, to the research question were extracted. This kept going on until no additional insight was generated from the datasets, and as such it was determined that data saturation was attained.

This led to the identification of categories of text fragments which set the stage for the researchers to initiate the third step of the analysis. As such, these categories underwent several rounds of reflections; all the potential ways by which codes of these categories could relate to one another were identified. Then, as part of the fourth stage, the researchers found the best way to merge the categories into higher order themes (Figure 2). All the themes and categories were then defined, in the context of the study, to complete stage five. The output of this step constituted the study’s conceptual framework which guided the last step of the multi-phased thematic analysis: reporting upon the findings, which was done narratively in alignment with established guidelines [38-40]. To further substantiate the findings, the researchers conducted a tally and reported on the number of text fragments within each category of the identified themes. If for a single participant, more than one relevant text fragment was identified, they were all collectively considered one entry. In other words, the
tally is actually reflective of the numbers of participants that reflected on matters relevant to the respective categories.

Figure 2 Mind map deployed as a tool to facilitate the qualitative analysis
Results
The qualitative analysis generated, as per this study’s conceptual framework: 3As of Building Resilience (Figure 1), three interlinked themes, namely: Awareness, Application, and Appraisal.

![Figure 3 The study’s conceptual framework: 3As of Building Resilience](image)

Within Awareness, four categories were identified: Personal Interpretations of Resilience, Associations between the Related Concepts, Relevance of Resilience to the Participants, and Requirement for Conscious Practice. As for Application, it included: Concept (What?), Exercises (How?), and Faced Challenges (Why Not?). Lastly, within the third theme: Appraisal, the following categories were identified: Building Resilience, Resilience Skills Building Course, and Exercises. The tally of text fragments showed the following distribution: Awareness (no.= 64), Application (no.= 46), and Appraisal (no.= 44) (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Awareness</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Appraisal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Interpretations</td>
<td>Associations</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tally</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Semi-quantitative tally of the output of the participant-focused qualitative analysis

Awareness
This theme encapsulates fragments of text that highlight the participants’ understanding/cognizance of the concept of resilience, and its relevance to their personal and professional trajectories.

Personal interpretations of resilience
This category revolves around text excerpts that show the students’ individualized explanations of how one can develop the internal and external resources to handle life’s challenges.

6F: “...‘toughness’ is not a single attribute of an individual, but rather a result of numerous internal qualities and external resources...”

15F: “...it allows people to remain level-headed during a crisis and to be able to move on from the incident minimizing negative long-term implications...”

20F: “...Resilience is the mental reservoir that grants us the psychological strength to push through the endless flow life stressors ...”

Some students seem to interpret resilience in a broad sense.
1M: “…resilience to me refers to willpower. The ability to persevere when times get tough…resilience is what gives people the psychological strength to cope with stress and hardships…”

4F: “…I realized that it is not about ‘not experiencing hardships’… Life is hard. Resilience enables you to bounce back from the problem and not remain ‘stuck’…”

18F: “…resilience is actively cultivated to equip individuals with the conducive coping strategies to weather any adversity in a healthy manner…”

Other students seem more practical. Some of the interpretations appear to be based on lived experiences.

12F: “…conscious decision to keep going, despite all the challenges that one may face…resilient people have a compelling reason to get out of bed in the morning every day as they are committed to their life and goals…”

14F: “…resilience enables us to keep moving forward with intention and meaning rather than only for the sake of moving forward by helping us to integrate our experiences and thus re-evaluate our approaches every living moment…”

17F: “…it is knowing when to stop, acknowledging one’s limits, and remaining aware of when to take a break…”

Students appear to perceive building resilience as an ongoing learning experience.

13M: “…resilience can be seen as an active, continuous process, rather than a one-time adaptation or adjustment following a stressful experience…”

19F: “…resilience is not a skill that we are born with. It is a characteristic that one learns to develop and builds slowly over time; a set of skills that we continue on developing throughout our life…”

32F: “…resilience, for me, means the ability to adapt to life challenges. It is the plasticity and flexibility that allows me to overcome hard feelings and tough moments. Resilience is understanding the importance of self-care including that of our physical and mental health. It is the small steps that can be done every day and that eventually lead to ‘big’ outcomes…”

Perceived associations
This category highlights the reflections of the students in relation to resilience, and other contributing factors, such as: mindfulness and meditation, and the interplay across them.

18F: “…A variety of types of meditation exists, ranging from transcendental meditation, yogic meditation, progressive relaxation meditation, chakra meditation, and visualization meditation among many others- all sharing the same fundamental principle: to be able observe one’s thoughts from a neutral perspective…”

22F: “…I would like to think that resilience starts with mindfulness; to be resilient in difficult situations requires a moment of reflection, and awareness to your internal reaction and in turn external response to the obstacle…”
Mindfulness and meditation, along with their perceived interplay, are frequently alluded to when considering means of fostering one’s resilience. Some students highlight the importance of the practice of reflection, in relation to mindfulness and/or meditation.

1M: “…meditation nourishes and expands mindfulness…”

6F: “…reflection is also important for mindfulness, it permits us to venture outside the circumstance, considering ourselves to be the onlooker as opposed to the person in question, and frees us up to different perspectives. By widening our point-of-view, we are better prepared to manage reactions that are usually ruminous…”

20F: “…to practice mindfulness, we can train ourselves to stop rehashing the past in our thoughts or imagining the future, and actually be in tune with what we sense presently…”

The sensory experience of ‘being present in the moment’ is repetitively mentioned in relation to mindfulness.

17F: “…mindfulness is the practice of remaining truly and wholly present in one’s reality…”

Social support is also pinpointed as a protective factor when it comes to handling challenges and fostering resilience.

1M: “…Mentally strong people tend to have the support of family and friends who help bolster them up in times of trouble…”

The students also appear to view emotional intelligence as a variable that plays a crucial role in building resilience.

15F: “…another variant that contributes to resilience is emotional intelligence which seems to be a very important concept when it comes to building resilience and practicing gratitude…”

Perceived relevance

This category encapsulates the text fragments that show in what ways building resilience is significant to students’ personalized experiences, be it in the professional or personal realm.

4F: “…It helps to slow-down our fast-paced lives and minds…”

In general, it was clear to the students that building resilience skills is in congruence with their belief that investing in preventative care has ample long-term, protective benefits.

13M: “…as medical professionals, we believe ‘prevention is better than cure’, which is why building resilience makes sense to us… as students, we must focus on becoming resilient by developing the emotional and mental skills necessary to prevent outside pressures from hindering our perceived potential, even before we are faced with stressors…”

The students seem to comprehend that resilience is not a static status that one attains, but rather an ongoing process that requires active participation, which they are directly associating with continuous growth and lifelong learning. The perceived meaning of resilience appears to evolve as the students are progressing in their educational journey.
2F: “…the meaning of resilience to me changes with each stage of my medical career…”

20F: “…In every stressful situation, by finding and focusing on the opportunities for growth, we enable ourselves to remain calm and constructive…”

The necessity of building their internal reserves is frequently alluded to be it in relation to their education, and/or their future as professionals in the medical field.

5F: “…as future physicians, we will inevitably come across many challenges on a regular basis. It may be easier to shy away from these challenges, but with resilience, we are able to face the challenges head-on, and better even endure the situation…”

The benefits of building resilience in relation to their health and wellbeing is brought-up, where the students reflect on its potential in reducing stress and anxiety.

9F: “…as medical students, we go through a lot of stress and anxiety; mindfulness is one of the most efficient ways to reduce stress and go about our days in a relatively good mood… I think mindfulness is a vital technique that helps with focusing… accepting and appreciating our surroundings…”

19F: “…practicing mindfulness and enhancing resilience are beneficial tools that help mitigate stressors and burnout which improve the wellness of medical students…”

Building resilience seems to be particularly relevant to the students’ learning experience. The participants highlighted the aspects of academia that are burdening them including but not limited to study load and transitions, all of which they believe affects their performance. Preventing academic burnout is clearly pinpointed in the students’ reflections.

1M: “…this is particularly pertinent when studying medicine as the study load can at times become quite burdensome…”

10M: “…as a medical student, it is no surprise that resilience is quite important in order to be able to cope with the stress and anxiety of academia which can be overwhelming… practicing mindfulness and building resilience skills are imperative to avoid burn-out and to maintain one’s wellbeing…”

The students are aware of the benefits of resilience in relation to the transitions that are integral to their career trajectory.

12F: “…Transiting from the classroom to the clinical environment holds a lot of new challenges and can trigger many mental health conditions, and practicing resilience could play a protective role in clinical training and can help improve our professional quality-of-life during our clinical rotations…”

It was obvious to the students that resilience contributes to paving a sustainable pathway, since as future physicians the students believe that they will inevitably encounter challenging, unpredictable situations, pertaining to patients’ lives.

12F: “…the medical profession also involves inherent unpredictability that demands future doctors to be adaptable, therefore, resilience is one of the most valuable traits a
physician can have to enhance psychological strength to cope with stressful situations in our life…”

18F: “…life as a professional in the healthcare sector can be remarkably arduous and demanding, physically and psychologically. Enduring long working hours, day-to-day exposure to patient traumas and deaths, the looming overhead fear of contracting infectious diseases are just few of the numerous stressors that tie into how truly unpredictable a regular workday can be for a physician…”

It also contributes, according to the participating students, to the physicians’ clinical performance and ultimately the outcomes of care.

19F: “…building resilience among doctors and healthcare workers has a long-term effect on the quality of health care, and strongly impacts the way in which patients are cared for…”

The relevance of resilience is also brought-up in relation to the attributes of the external environment, such as: today’s fast-paced life, the more recent COVID-19, and the ongoing pressures of the modern world.

18F: “…these stressors are more than sufficient to induce detrimental psychological reactions, and result in burnout… resilience has never been more relevant among healthcare professionals, given the current, unprecedented pandemic…”

Perceived requirement for conscious practice

This category sheds light on the students’ awareness that resilience needs proactive building through directed efforts.

24M: “…I hope to master mindfulness to proactively use it to face everyday struggles that occupy my mental space. At the end, it is not the destination that determines success, but the small victories throughout the journey…”

It is clear to the students that resilience is not innate.

12F: “…resilience is not a trait that we are born with; it is a set of skills that one learns to develop and build slowly over time…”

In fact, the students appear aware that building the associated set of skills requires proactive measures such as: setting targets, planning, time management, and prioritization.

4F: “…I tried this for two weeks; I have set a plan to build my resilience by practicing mindfulness, prioritizing my relationships, and keeping things in perspective…”

7F: “…in a moment of stress, I thought about trying out a mindfulness activity, there in the moment…”

36M: “…praying on time, playing football, going out with my friends, and spending more time with my family, without affecting my studies, were the initial changes in my lifestyle… I prepared mindfulness objectives, for each week, and tried achieving them day by day…”
The students repetitively mention that resilience is not unique to any one person. To them, the skills of resilience can be acquired by anyone provided there is self-awareness, compounded by an investment of efforts in the right direction.

16F: “…if you can identify the stressors in your life and not just sit idle but really try to untangle this mess, you would actually feel lighter…”

It is apparent to the students that resilience is not acquired suddenly as a one-time thing. It rather requires a process of learning, where the set of skills are gradually, with intention, built over time.

1M: “…people are capable of learning the skills to become more resilient…”

2F: “…I do believe that once a person knows what resilience is and how to practice it, the act of building it over time would take a few seconds to minutes of a person’s time, and it would allow them to feel more at peace…”

35F: “…I started consciously bringing my awareness to any day-to-day task even during assisting in surgeries as part of my surgery rotation, and talking to patients in my psychiatry rotation…”

**Application**

This theme refers to the participants’ personal reflections on the practical aspects of resilience.

**Concept (What?)**

This category shows the students’ understanding of the differing means of building personal resilience. There is frequent mentioning of the traditional methods (e.g., meditation, mindfulness, and Yoga), as well as reflections on the intentional modifications of day-to-day activities to infuse mindfulness into their lives.

14F: “…it is almost magical how versatile mindfulness is, taking innumerable shapes and forms, and influencing our lives in diverse ways. It can be incorporated into anyone’s lifestyle, through particular activities, including ones that address physiological cravings and consequential behaviours…”

2F: “…a person can build resilience through meditation and mindfulness…”

In some instances, the students refer to the commonly used labels of the traditional methods, and in other situations, they choose to further elaborate on how those methods exhibit themselves in the context of their personal lives.

5F: “…Mindfulness allows one to get in-sync with their breath. This helps to increase one’s awareness and enhances their state-of-mind…”

22F: “…being resilient and mindful is crucial to have a healthy ‘academics-life balance’… acknowledging that difficulties in life are inevitable and remaining mindful that everyone around us is facing some sort of difficulty help me to somehow find a way tackle whatever situation I find myself in…”

Self-awareness is emphasized as one of the means of building resilience. The students appear to associate self-awareness with personal and professional development.
3F: “…the practice of mindfulness helped me become more self-aware by observing the flow of inner thoughts and emotions. I now recognize my emotions and their triggers, and instead of burying my head in the sand as was my previous custom, I am now able to face my anxiety head-on…”

13M: “…Mindfulness also allows us to be aware of what is going on inside and around us, providing a clear picture of our situation…”

Students clearly communicate that addressing their own internal issues have contributed to building their own resilience.

28M: “…with respect to mindfulness, I have been able to understand a lot of insecurities and issues I had, which were leading to my troubled mind; it has also helped me understand how to deal with people and with situations I feel uncomfortable with…”

5F: “…as a person who has always doubted oneself and was my own worst enemy, I built resilience through silencing my internal voices of self-doubt… I built myself back up and started afresh…”

Exercise(s)/ Activities (How?)

This category puts emphasis on how the students are actually putting into practice what they have identified as means to build resilience.

12F: “…simple acts of meditation and mindfulness like the five senses exercise can help us to adapt to the new environment we are in and to the new stressors we are facing to orient to our environment instead of focusing on our racing thoughts…”

Among the identified exemplars are ones that indirectly show the personal factors that enable change in behaviour. These include what the students perceive as the (short- and long-term) benefits of changing their behaviours and how efficacious they believe themselves to be.

20F: “…Traditional methods of contemplation can also be tools such as yoga and meditation but developing the awareness to one’s breath can truly be a game changer…”

The students reflect on instances where they deploy their internal resources and others where they rely on external ones.

10M: “…sometimes additional support from a friend, family member, or counsellor may also help in building resilience…”

Some of the activities, that the students reflect upon, were adapted through formal training, and others were naturally acquired or intuitively performed.

2F: “…this can be done through simple activities, such as the five senses exercise, which could calm a person down during periods of anxiety…another way to practice mindfulness is through building awareness of one’s own breathing…”

4F: “…during one of the course sessions, we were led to eat a date mindfully; it was as if we are eating a date for the first time ever…”

In some instances, the students reflect on activities that are specific to them.
2F: “…I choose to walk around, either at home or outdoors, allowing myself to let go of life’s stressors…”

3F: “…my first experience with mindfulness was simply by observing my backyard garden…”

25F: “…I started implementing extra-curricular activities like jogging and dancing to make myself more comfortable and less stressed…”

In other instances, the students provide generic explanations including definitions and/or scientific explanations of how the particular technique affects one’s health and wellbeing.

9F: “…practice of reflecting is also very crucial, it helps one to step beyond the situation and exercise viewing it differently, it gives you the ability to be a spectator…”

10M: “…some of the mindfulness exercises include focusing and paying attention to what is at hand, focusing on the present moment, accepting oneself, and focusing on breathing, meditation, yoga, exercising…”

Most of the students coin the term mindfulness, associating it with various activities that promote living in the moment, and adopting acceptance and a non-judgmental attitude.

15F: “…I have been using the method of breath meditation for a few years, on my apple watch, and I can attest to the fact that it provides an immediate sense of relaxation…”

The students repetitively allude to instances where they reframe their cognitions.

8M: “…one thing that I always do when I feel down is looking back at myself a few years ago and asking, ‘aren’t there many things that you wished for back then that you now have?’ This question never fails to make me feel better…”

10M: “…I have been effectively reframing my thoughts by not viewing a glass as ‘half empty’ but rather as ‘half full’, and focusing on what is within our locus of control…”

14F: “…I have, over the years, intuitively learned to slow down and re-consider the situation with fresh perspective to truly master any difficulty, and looking back at this now, I see mindfulness in this practice, even without having had any formal education about it…”

The students also mention activities which have a predominant physical element and solicit change in bodily sensations.

29F: “…one way I personally find useful is removing myself from the situation or stressor to be able to calm down, basically unplugging myself from the source of fuel. Taking a walk to reorganize my thoughts is something I find particularly beneficial or going to the gym to let off some of that built up steam…”

30M: “…apart from a lot of the breathing exercises and relaxation techniques, one method that has greatly helped me has been body scan meditation…”
It appears to be clear to the students that they need to take good care of themselves to maintain their mental health.

10M: “…I personally find several things that help me such as: relaxing when I feel tired; knowing my limits, and not pushing myself beyond them to avoid burning out; effectively managing my time; listening to music; and sometimes just sitting in silence and peace for a few minutes…”

18F: “…recharging before facing a new challenge, taking a break from routines, and using humour in stressful situations… religious or spiritual means that help build resilience…”

33F: “…it is important to me that I have adequate sleep and eat a variety of nourishing foods to feed the mind, body, and soul…”

The students are also aware that building resilience is a process, and the proficiency of any one technique (e.g., mindfulness) and/ or changing subconscious patterns require time, intention, and perseverance.

15F: “…after becoming more familiar with the concept of resilience, I moved to practicing it in my daily life…”

18F: “…there are many strategies designed to help nurture mindfulness, such as, paying attention to each of the five sensory experiences…”

26F: “…I have been practicing how to effectively use my time by learning to strike a balance between studies and leisure… Upon reflection, I have realized that I used to engage in various maladaptive coping mechanisms such as avoidance and denial… Attempting to become more aware of my choices when dealing with difficult situations has enabled me to come out the other end more resilient than before…”

Faced challenges (Why not?)
This category pinpoints the statements that the students used to reveal what they perceive as the direct or indirect obstacles to engaging in resilience skills building exercises. In some cases, the students shed light on their own resistance towards changing old habits and adapting new ones.

6F: “…practicing mindfulness is something that probably a lot of people have on their daily to-do lists, but never get around to it because, they either do not believe it works or they are too busy with their lives to stop for literally just a minute to breathe…”

31F: “…It is all easier said than done…”

Some students implicitly state that mindfulness exercises seem to them to be too simplistic of a technique to be able to help them build resilience. In other words, they had doubt about the efficacy of the techniques. In some cases, scepticism was expressed.

9F: “…practicing mindfulness can be considered, by some, as ‘difficult’ and ‘a waste of time’…”
27F: “…To be frank, upon first encountering mindfulness, I was nothing short of sceptical: ‘how could the solution to something so troubling be simply to stare or contemplate?’ …”

Contradictorily, some students seem aware of its efficacy but the challenge for them was more around making it a priority in their lives. Moreover, the students express how making active changes discouraged them which could signify lack of internal motivation.

11F: “…I do not regularly practice meditation, because firstly, I do not have time or rather do not remember that I have the option to sit and meditate when I get the time, and secondly, I do not feel the need to practice meditation…”

35F: “…resilience and mindfulness were things that I never really had the time for…”

There is also a perception among a few students that building resilience skills requires a substantial amount of effort. This seems to contribute to the students’ limited engagement in the suggested activity, despite their knowledge of its efficacy.

20F: “…however, learning how to pay attention to my thoughts and tune into my emotions without having clouded judgment towards myself proved to be quite a tedious task…”

22F: “…I have had many days in which I needed to be resilient but found it easier to just succumb to the anxiety and not do anything about it…”

28M: “…initially, when one starts with exercising mindfulness, it can be really tiring…”

**Appraisal**

This theme represents the participants’ evaluation of resilience, and of the corresponding skills, whether acquired through the respective course (or another formal training), or otherwise.

**Building resilience**

This category highlights the students’ reflections on the value (or its absence) of proactively developing one’s mental health.

21F: “…I started meditating every day for a full month. My personality started to change for the better, I became less stressed… the main advantage that I gained from resilience was how to manage my health… it has improved my physical and also my mental health…”

34F: “…The importance of resilience and mindfulness cannot be overlooked, especially among medical professionals… It is essential for everyone to be equipped with reliable coping mechanisms if they wish to maintain a good mental health…”

There appears to be, among the students, recognition of the value of developing resilience as a form of consciously helping oneself cope with life’s challenges.

14F: “…only recently have I become proactive about my wellbeing and interpersonal relationships, thanks to mindfulness…”
28M: “…thanks to mindfulness, it has become easier for me to take criticism and openly share my opinion…”

The students seem to acknowledge that with resilience comes heightened awareness and emotional regulation, as well as empowerment that allows one to feel more at peace and liberated.

3F: “…to utilize my own consciousness to battle the many emotional challenges that I tend to experience, is a healthy coping mechanism and an empowering way to declare independence. For that, I am grateful…”

7F: “…I think I want to make mindfulness a habit… Mindfulness helps me live in the moment and this makes me feel better…”

16F: “…I discovered that I can calmly analyse and figure out what is bothering me, and why I feel the way I feel… it gave me a superpower, which I use for my own good…”

Students mention becoming more conscious of their health, making it a priority, and this they attribute to their increased awareness that (in their opinion) is a direct result of proactively practising mindfulness.

6F: “…practicing mindfulness, especially during challenging times, allows me to be calmer and more peaceful, and it makes me more aware of my emotions so that I can better regulate them…”

21F: “…I was able to cope with stress healthily, so stressful situations stopped affecting my mental and physical health like they used to do…”

The students also refer to the connection between building resilience, and continuity and sustainability in their chosen field of study, namely: medicine.

25F: “…If I do not practice mindfulness, I think I would have burnt-out early on in medical school, and I would have had a very tough time navigating my medical school commitments, along with my personal and social life…”

32F: “…I have become more flexible to withstand all the pressure that I am encountering in the hospital… I am not scared of making mistakes anymore; this has enabled me to try new things and learn more each day… it enabled me to understand that anything that helps my mental health is just as (if not more) significant as my studies…”

Course
This category shows the students’ perception of the structured learning experience, within the curriculum, which they were required to complete as part of the respective MBBS (i.e., the intervention under investigation).

15F: “…this course aided us in acquiring a skill that I believe is essential to life…”

It was evident, from the exemplars, that most of the students highly value actively engaging in the course and with its content. Students appreciate the assignments requested as part of the course, which they believe, has been instrumental to having them make changes to their
habits and lifestyle. Some of the students even mention that a few of those exercises eventually became second nature.

6F: “...having this as an actual assignment was exactly what I needed to get a jumpstart on mindfulness techniques in my daily life...”

26F: “...the resilience course made me far more aware of the way I have been dealing with life, and its stressors, all these years... the weekly mindfulness sessions have been able to point me in the right direction when coping with my daily struggles... I have been focusing on the present moment rather than worrying about what has happened or is yet to happen. I achieved this by combining various techniques such as meditation and muscle relaxation...”

It appears that bringing the students together for this course somehow create a common ground among them, where they feel connected and validated through their shared experiences.

4F: “...I also realized that I was not the only one going through a rough time mentally, which made me feel less ‘alone’. Also, at the end of each session, I always felt better and relaxed...”

Several students emphasize the emotion of gratitude in their personal expressions (either in relation to experiencing the course and/ or as a habit acquired through exercises practiced as part of the course).

25F: “…this course was delightful; it made my colleagues and I more open to constructive thinking... it encouraged me to figure-out solutions to my everyday problems and struggles.... it inspired me to be more thankful for the good things around me and less judgmental of the things I think are bad...”

26F: “…another key aspect that caught my interest during the mindfulness sessions was the concept of gratitude... one of the course activities required that I write-down in separate pieces of paper the things that I am grateful for and to place these papers in a small jar. When I experience difficult times or feel low, reading one or more of what I had identified somehow lifts me up...”

Appreciation is frequently alluded to in relation to the skills acquired via this learning opportunity.

11F: “…One thing I learnt from this course is to accept my negative emotions, like anger, anxiety, and stress, and acknowledge them...”

14F: “…I truly believe in the importance of resilience, and it is only through this course that I have been exposed to the different methods of strengthening this prime skill...”

It seems that the evidence-based course content contributes to enhancing the students’ understanding of mindfulness and in turn lessen their scepticism about it. The students corroborate on the efficacy of the skills learnt by citing examples from their daily lives of how their thoughts, behaviours, and feelings have been positively influenced.
4F: “…when starting the resilience classes, I realized how easy it is to do and that it is not time-consuming… All the points covered in the sessions were backed up by research, which made me eager to start and change the way I live my life daily…”

7F: “…the resilience course made me learn that meditation is not about not getting distracted at all, but it is about bringing yourself back to the moment when you get distracted…”

Students appreciate that the course equipped them with a set of lifelong skills which they believed will help them to sustain their career in the long run. It is frequently mentioned that the course has been a catalyst for an increase in awareness, and acknowledgment of habitual behaviours that are self-sabotaging. There are instances where students credit the course to an increase in their self-confidence, self-control, and self-efficacy.

26F: “…This technique has also made me aware of my tendencies to focus on the negative, to judge, and to generalize… Overall, this course has developed my capacity to maintain my own mental health, which I am hoping will make me a better healthcare professional…”

32F: “…during the first few weeks of my rotation, I was always worried about how I am performing. I had little confidence in my abilities and was scared most of the time that I am not meeting the expectations of the supervising doctors. During that time, every little mistake I did would put me in a very bad mood for few days and would make me doubt everything I know. Consequentially, I was not able to learn from my mistakes; they represented bad experiences rather than opportunities to identify my weak points and work on them. This mindset has changed drastically because of the resilience course…”

Apparently, routine practices of mindfulness and skills learnt during the course have been incorporated into daily life, by some students, not only on a personal level but professionally, as well, during clinical rotations.

35F: “…this course gifted me new coping skills that I can deploy at any time to handle the challenges that I face, and in turn, come-out stronger… this course offered me a new perspective, problem-solving skills, made me more aware of my surroundings, and helped me let go of many of what constituted barriers between me and my goals. It gave me the strength to wake-up every day, and attend to my duties and responsibilities not just as a student, but as a friend, daughter, sister, and a human…”

Exercise(s)
This category uncovers the students’ impressions about the exercises that they have pinpointed in terms of building one’s resilience (whether acquired through the respective course or otherwise).

6F: “…it is such an easy task, and it takes less than 5 minutes. It can turn around your entire day…”

Most of the students reflect upon the influences of activities that they realize one needs to be proactive about developing.
18F: “…meditation can be seen akin to bathing the physical body; it cleanses the mind… it purifies the mind, allowing one to start each day afresh, with a clean slate…”

34F: “…I try to get some yoga into my schedule. It reminds me to listen to my body and take care of it… all helps me stay relaxed and mindful of my blessings…”

36M: “… I became mindful of the details… My sense of contentment significantly increased…”

Also, few of the students reflect upon how they became more aware of certain healthy habits that they had subconsciously adapted over time to cope with the challenges in their lives.

23M: “…I have opened myself to many new experiences that allows me to become one with the moment, such as enjoying a walk and doing some Tai Chi… I limited mindless scrolling through my social media accounts, and procrastination…”

25F: “…I practice mindfulness while working-out. Running has always been a great stress-reliever for me; I imagine that I am running away from negative thoughts and towards better ones. I also enjoy the sense of accomplishment I experience after a good run…”

A lot of the students emphasized how those exercises help them ‘go back to themselves’.

11F: “…I try to spend 5 minutes at the end of each day before I sleep to count my blessings and thank God for all of them…”

There is a prominent acknowledgment of the efficacy of the mindfulness exercises (in particular, the ones that include sensory organs and the whole body) since an immediate shift in energy tends to be experienced.

20F: “…I have personally found that mindful breathing and prayer help achieve inner peace… I have come to learn that practicing mindfulness involve acceptance and a non-judgmental mindset…”

The rewards of regular mindfulness practise at home have been linked, by the students, to improved sleep and concentration, and to a decrease in stress and anxiety levels.

37M: “…I did that for about 2 weeks, and my sleep schedule got adjusted and worrying about the future lessened. Meditation is a helpful skill that works for me when I need it…”

Some students highlight how the practise of the exercises help them better regulate their emotions which has contributed to heightening of their emotional intelligence, thereby increasing their empathy and kindness towards other people.

30M: “…I do believe that I have become a kinder, calmer, and more patient person since I started resorting to mindfulness and meditation to manage my stress…”

34F: “…has helped me increase my ability to regulate my emotions as well as decrease the amount of daily stress I deal with. In addition to affecting how I view myself and my life, mindfulness has also improved my emotional intelligence and my ability to relate to others with kindness, acceptance, and compassion…”
These exercises, including but not limited to: praying, are considered by the students as anchors during troubled times, helping the students attain inner peace, comfort, and increased gratitude.

3F: “…As familiar as I presumed myself to be with the scenery, I found myself noticing the simplest yet most intriguing details. For once, I dwelled upon the trees and greenery instead of the scorching hot sun of Dubai. It was astounding how focusing on such robust objects produced an immense amount of relief. Instantaneously, I could sense physiological changes within my own being and a shift of consciousness…”

4F: “…practicing mindfulness in my life has brought me a lot of comfort as it helped with my anxiety and my overthinking tendencies…”

20F: “…for me, leaning on faith and having that spiritual mission mean having peace of mind, stability, and the security of knowing that I have my own compass to guide me when the going gets tough…”

Students mention a slowdown in their fast-paced lives. This, they suggest, has opened them up to new experiences and has allowed them to enjoy even fleeting moments that they had been previously taking for granted.

7F: “…It also helps me to be grateful for even the ‘little’ things around me and in my life. I also find that I feel more balanced and can better respond to situations around me…”

25F: “…my workdays are usually fast paced yet, practicing mindfulness slows me down…this helps me clear my mind; I find it very relaxing… I enjoy practicing mindfulness in the morning right after waking up. I soak in all the sunshine from my bedroom window…”
Discussion

The current study shows that effectively building resilience skills is appreciated among medical students. They believe a curriculum-based resilience skills building course offers them immediate benefits as well as long-term impact. Such an intervention improves the health and wellbeing of the students, as per their reflections. In addition, the students perceive their capacity to develop meaningful relationships to increase as a result to building resilience skills. They also think that it improves their academic performance and maximizes their learning. According to the students, and in congruence with the literature around the subject matter [18], actively co-creating their learning experiences, as part of such an intervention, adds to their confidence, making them self-regulated learners which is, at the present time, expected of students who are at university level.

One’s self-efficacy is instrumental in determining whether coping behaviour will be initiated, the amount of effort that will be utilized, and how sustainable the behaviour will be during challenging experiences [41]. A triadic interaction between behaviour, and personal and environmental factors facilitates the entailed learning, popularly known as reciprocal determinism (Bandura’s model). The resilience skills building course, investigated in this study, is reflective of this concept, where it was designed to raise individuals’ confidence and their self-efficacy. It also aims for behaviour change by offering assistance and social support in the form of group learning but with the cognizance that environmental and personal constraints could be deterrents to behavioural change.

According to the participants of the current study, building resilience plays a significant role in nurturing competent, future-ready physicians, which in turn enhances the quality of care and patient outcomes. The dimensions of resilience include, but are not limited to: self-efficacy, self-control, help seeking behaviours, learning from adversities, and perseverance despite the challenges [42]. Building those skills is considered good practice in contemporary medical education. However, officially integrating the development of these competences, as part of the medical education curricula, is yet to be implemented among medical schools in the MENA, in general, and the UAE, in specific.

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, health care as an industry has been undergoing a significant paradigmatic shift to focus more on proactive pre-emptive care for well-being [43]. This demands a new meta-competency to make transformative changes in times of exceptional complexity and ambiguity [44]. By incorporating the resilience building course into the curriculum, anchoring its design in constructivism experiential learning theory which views learning as a process of active adaption [27, 28], the students had the chance to engage in reality-based problem-solving contexts.

A major characteristic of the resilience course was the structured reflection time, at the end of every session, which is an integral attribute that is expected from all university students [45], even more so with medical students, particularly during their clinical placements. The ‘soft’ skill of reflecting is considered to be the cognitive bridge between what is learnt in the classroom and its practical application in the real world [18], empowering them to trust their personal insights. This enhances their emotional flexibility as well as their ability to critically analyse complex issues which is essential in their field of work for the larger good of patients in the future. In fact, most of the participants of the current study seemed idealistic in their responses and very reflective. The content of their write-ups appeared quite sophisticated.
The substantial capacity to reflect that was evident in the content of the essays can be attributed to the students’ acknowledgement of the importance of reflecting on experiences as an exercise which builds one’s resilience, as pointed out by the students themselves. Also, it is worth noting that the students’ perspective of mental health seemed quite holistic, and not limited to cognitions, emotions, and behaviours. They repetitively refer, in their narrations, to the body, bodily sensations, and shifts in energy, which is linked to the extensive works around increasing one’s sense of awareness of internal experiences [e.g., Somatic Experiencing® (SE) [46]].

Through this course, mindfulness was utilized to scaffold reflection. With a growing presence of groups of mindful, eager, and critical intellectuals who are choosing to enhance their executive functions of autonomy, emotion regulation, and better relationship capacities [47], the course is an attempt to help them make informed decisions and actions, particularly during challenging conditions. It justifies why students have frequently alluded to mindfulness, in their reflective writings, as a “foundation skill”. The explanatory nature of the generated data may be associated with the fact that the current study’s participants are medical students, most of whom are high functioning individuals. They appeared to praise activities that enable them to ‘get out of their heads’. Therefore, it is not unexpected for them to resort to definitions and scientific justifications.

The students have indicated an assortment of activities and habits that they proactively engage in to raise their resilience. These include ones that promote living in the now, physical activities and ones that solicit bodily sensations, external resources that support in calming the nervous system, and ones which involve reframing of cognitions. These observations are in alignment with findings of a previously conducted systematic literature review that highlighted a combination of four intervention to be the most effective in promotion university students’ mental health, namely: Mindfulness, Movement, Meaning, and Moderator [15].

Students have also reflected on how the course fostered a sense of togetherness and collaborative learning which is grounded in constructivism theory [27, 28] that emphasizes participation in the social world as key to knowledge [48] highlighting the importance of contextual experiential learning [24]. The resilience course was uniquely designed in such a manner that students could actively engage in their own healing journey in a self-directed way to ensure the sustainability of the process making it a life-long learning. It is an attempt to guide students to move from peripheral participation to a more immersed one [24] by bringing-up examples of their own clinical experiences (in the sessions) which they have described in several instances in their reflective writings.

Students have highlighted the need to invest efforts as a major challenge which holds them back when exercising resilience. The required efforts, however, are mainly internal. For example, when one indicates: ‘we are used to ‘doing’ as opposed to ‘being’. This might be especially true for medical students as their demanding work-life might reinforce the habit of ‘doing’ over ‘being’[49]. Mindfully performing daily activities as part of their busy schedules involves learning to increase awareness without actively engaging with the content of the thoughts which they have mentioned as a challenge and a discomfort [50]. Habitual practises of having the mind wandering with the thoughts, indulging in attached observation [51], the physical discomfort of indulging in mindful practises, and self-doubt [52] have all been
indicated as constraints to the practice. Practical limitations of feeling overwhelmed with grasping the new core concepts of mindfulness and prioritizing time for practice have also been mentioned by students.

To combat a few of these challenges, the delivery of the resilience skills building course was performed in small groups by dividing the class into two sections to enhance a sense of camaraderie and connection. This configuration was meant to foster the strengths of the participants, since in principle they belong to “Gen Z”, which a cohort known to be highly collaborative, self-reliant, and pragmatic [53]. The students were exposed to ‘McMindfulness’[54] wherein a reductionist element of the underlying foundational principle of traditional Mindfulness based Interventions (MBIs) was focused on. This was consciously incorporated, taking into consideration, the workload and time constraints of medical students which are often reported as deterrents towards longitudinal themes when compared to other disciplines [55].

The compelling need to promote medical students’ wellness is underscored by the concerning rise of emotional distress among them. There is enough evidence of the success of tools such as mindfulness meditation in enabling students to self-regulate to cope with stress and improve their psychological well-being [22, 56, 57]. The potential of mindfulness-based activities to rewire how the working memory and executive functions of the brain respond and revaluate stressful situations [58] is a skill that can be of immense benefit to medical students who by default work in dynamic conditions that require emotional and cognitive flexibility.

Despite the valuable evidence of the effectiveness of such resilience skills building courses, the paucity of well-designed curricula exclusively for medical students is still a challenge [59]. This is due to the practical curricular issues in terms of time restraint for this group of students due to demanding academic pressures that make participation in longitudinal programmes extremely challenging. There is enough scope to even integrate it into the mandatory formal courses as a pan university effort to encourage students to become more self-aware and to engage in self-care activities. This does not only equip them with skills to prevent burnout and compassion fatigue [60] but also enable them to become well equipped to foster wellbeing in the future among their patients. As such, they would become role models and walk the talk themselves.

One of the objectives of the course was to introduce resilience as a life skill that can help medical students to ground themselves to evolve into healthcare leaders who have healthy boundaries. This in turn will enable them to have a humble realistic estimation of their abilities and an acknowledgement of their limitations which will benefit not only themselves but also their future patients.

This study is characterized by a few limitations. Focusing on a single cohort from one medical university enabled the in-depth development of many thorough insights. Yet, the findings are only transferable to institutions which are contextually similar to that investigated in the current study. It would be worthwhile for future studies to investigate the perception of learners of similar interventions (aimed at building resilience) across several institutions. Moreover, the qualitative narrative data, compounded with the phenomenological participant-focused approach in the current study, allowed the researchers to tap into the students’ lived experiences which added significant value, in terms of the research findings.
However, in terms of reliability of the methodology it would be worthwhile for upcoming studies to deploy a mixed methods research design that systematically merges the qualitative with the quantitative findings. Also, the current study helped in developing an impression of the efficacy of the intervention but not really its effectiveness. There is also the social desirability bias that might have affected the validity of the research findings, given that the students might have responded in ways that feel more appropriate. It would be interesting for future studies to assess the mental health status, using validated tools, of the students before and after the intervention to deem the effectiveness of the course.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that integrating a resilience skills building course into medical curricula is likely to be positively appraised by the students, where it raises their level of awareness and likelihood of proactively applying the learned concepts in their daily lives. This is especially true when the course is anchored in constructivism experiential learning theory and designed to foster self-directed learning. This study provides support for further developing and implementing contextualized learning opportunities for building resilience skills among future healthcare workers.
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